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ENHANCING LIVES THROUGH DESIGN

Product Spotlight: SARTUS
MandiCasa’s latest line of luxury Italian bathrooms features an unprecedented
collection of versatile modular elements to meet the needs of contemporary living.

Sartus bathroom cabinets in Verde Petrolio matte lacquer with frame in Creta oak
wood.
In Sartus, every decorative detail is also a core functional element. This starts with
the oak wood frame, which defines the contours of the cabinets while serving as a
minimalist handle.

Floating cabinet in Grès Meteora Gris bocciardato with frame and drawers in Avena
oak wood. Drappers bookcase and storage system.
Floating vanities, floor-standing cabinets, open and closed storage units, and
cabinets with legs combine with elegant sinks, mirrors, and accessories. The result
are unique compositions that bring the bathroom closer to other living spaces.
Another multifaceted component of the Sartus bathroom line is the tubular metal bar.
It serves as the support structure for the bookcase and storage system,
customizable to include shelves and cabinets in wall or freestanding units.

Cabinets and shelves in Tasso oak wood. Sink and top in Grès Jasper.
The design of the system – at once simple and sophisticated - makes it suitable for
the bathroom as well as other areas of the home.
Used on its own attached to the wall, the metal bar becomes a multi-purpose rail
accessorized with towel holders, shelves, and trays for a variety of objects.

Floating cabinet in White matte lacquer and Naturale oak wood. Storage system with
metal bars and shelves and cabinets in Naturale oak wood. Smile mirror backlit
along the perimeter.
The range of Sartus finishes brings together 7 types of oak woods with metals,
cement, ceramic, melamines, and lacquers in interesting contrasts of colors and
textures.
The sinks - which can be freestanding, integrated, or over the counter - come in
Teknorit, Piasentina stone, ceramic or marble.

Left: Frai freestanding sink in white Teknorit.
Right: Over-the-counter sink with matching top in Grès Meteora Gris bocciardato.

EXPLORE SARTUS

Designed by architect Stefano Cavazzana, Sartus is made in Italy by Novello.
It will be available in North America starting this Fall through MandiCasa's flagship
showrooms in Los Angeles, New York, Miami, Hollywood FL, and MandiCasa
authorized dealers in Naples FL, and Costa Mesa CA.
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